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Abstra t
This paper introdu es multiple instan e regression, a variant of multiple regression in
whi h ea h data point may be des ribed by
more than one ve tor of values for the independent variables. The goals of this work are
to (1) understand the omputational omplexity of the multiple instan e regression
task and (2) develop an eÆ ient algorithm
that is superior to ordinary multiple regression when applied to multiple instan e data
sets.
1. Introdu tion
The multiple instan e problem (Dietteri h et al., 1997)
arises when the lassi ation of every data point is not
known uniquely. For instan e, we might know that one
of attribute ve tors 1 or 2 , or both, are responsible for a data point being lassi ed as belonging to a
ertain lass, but we may be unable to pinpoint whi h
ve tor. This is frequently the ase. For example, in
drug design, we wish to distinguish mole ules e e tive
as drugs from ine e tive ones. Here, training examples
are in the form of onformations (3D stru tures) of a
mole ule, along with its lass (a tive/ina tive). However, a mole ule may exist in a dynami equilibrium
of several onformations. While the observed a tivity will be a fun tion of one or more of these onformations, it is typi ally impossible to determine whi h
one(s). On the other hand, it is almost never the ase
that all onformations ontribute to the observed a tivity. Hen e it is desirable to learn a lassi er whi h
an take the multiple instan e nature of these examples into a ount. Multiple instan e problems arise in
a variety of other domains as well, ranging from invitro fertilization (Saith et al., 1997) to image analysis
(Maron & Lozano-Perez, 1998).
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It is worthwhile to note that in several appli ations of
the multiple instan e problem, the a tual predi tions
desired are real valued. The drug design example is
a ase in point. While it is bene ial to be able to
predi t the a tive or ina tive lassi ation, our experien e is that drug developers often prefer to see predi ted a tivity levels of these mole ules, expressed as
real numbers. Most past resear h on the multiple instan e problem has fo used on the design of dis rete
lassi ers. We investigate instead the task of learning
to predi t the value of a real valued dependent variable, under the assumptions of multiple regression, for
data where the multiple instan e problem is present.
We all this task multiple instan e multiple regression,
or for brevity multiple instan e regression.
Our investigation of multiple instan e regression has
two goals. The rst is to understand the omputational omplexity inherent in the task of multiple instan e regression|for example, we would like to know
if a linear time algorithm exists as for ordinary regression. The se ond goal is to determine whether multiple
instan e regression has any advantage over ordinary
regression when building lassi ers for data sets where
the multiple instan e problem is present. In su h ases,
we ould simply ignore the multiple instan e problem,
treat ea h instan e as a distin t data point having the
lassi ation of the bag, and use ordinary regression.
This is e e tively the approa h taken by Srinivasan
and Cama ho(1999) to in orporate linear regression
literals into indu tive logi programming (see Se tion
6). We wish to understand if multiple instan e regression onfers any bene t over this baseline method.
2. Task De nition
We de ne the task under onsideration as follows. We
are given a set of bags. The th bag onsists of i
instan es and a real valued lass label i . Instan e
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where ip des ribes the primary instan e of bag , and
is some error fun tion measuring the goodness of
the hyperplane with respe t to ea h instan e. Intuitively, this des ribes the model as the best hyperplane
in Rd+1 with respe t to the \ orre t" (primary) instan es. However, the primary instan es are unknown
at training time, so this is impossible in pra ti e. Nevertheless, we make the following informal onje ture.
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Figure 1. An example of a syntheti multiple instan e regression problem in two dimensions. Ea h bag is underlined, and onsists of at most three instan es with di erent
values for the real-valued attribute and sharing ommon
real-valued lass labels. The primary instan es of ea h bag
are shown as \+" symbols. The line that we would like to
extra t as the model for this data is also shown.

of bag is des ribed by a real valued attribute ve tor
ij of dimension . An example of a syntheti multiple regression problem is shown in gure 1. In the
drug design example, ea h bag would be a mole ule,
and ea h instan e a onformation of the mole ule represented by an attribute ve tor.
We assume that the hypothesis underlying the data is
a linear model with Gaussian noise on the value of the
dependent variable (whi h is also the real valued label). Further, we assume that it is suÆ ient to model
one instan e from ea h bag, i.e. that there is some primary instan e whi h is responsible for the real valued
label. We limit the present paper to linear hypotheses for two reasons. First, multiple linear regression is
probably the single most well-known and widely-used
method of real-valued predi tion. Se ond, multiple regression appears well-suited for the parti ular task of
drug a tivity predi tion(Hans h et al., 1962; Debnath
et al., 1991) that was the original motivation for multiple instan e learning. A linear hypothesis is intuitively plausible as a predi tor for a tivity levels. It is
natural to expe t that a tivity levels will de rease exponentially as 3-dimensional distan es between atoms
in a mole ule vary from the ideal distan es. However,
a tivity levels are typi ally re orded on a logarithmi
s ale, so the dependen e between these and distan es
may be linear.
Ideally, we would like to nd a hyperplane Y = Xb
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In most situations, a good approximation to the ideal an be obtained from the \best t"
hyperplane de ned by
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for large enough n.

For Conje ture 1 to be true, it is ne essary that the
non-primary instan es in ea h bag are not a better t
to a hyperplane than the primary instan es. A future
dire tion of this work is to as ertain the onditions
under whi h this onje ture is valid. Note that it is
possible that the provided values may be noisy, so that
the minimum -error in onje ture 1 is not ne essarily
zero.For our algorithm, we use
( i ij b) = ( i ij b)2
as is used for multiple regression.
It is lear that if
+ 1 (the dimension of the
spa e) there are in nitely many hyperplanes with zero
-error with respe t to a set of instan es ontaining
one instan e from ea h bag, and the problem is trivial
sin e any of these planes solves the onstraint in onje ture 1. On the other hand, if  +1 a brute for e
approa h trying all possible hyperplanes is exponential
in i and . In fa t, the problem of minimizing the
-error for  + 1 is intra table unless = .
We state this result in the following theorem.
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The de ision problem: Is there a hyperplane whi h perfe tly ts one instan e from ea h bag?
is N P - omplete for arbitrary n, d (n  d+1 ) and mi
at most 3.
Theorem 2

The proof pro eeds by a redu tion from 3SAT, and
has been omitted for brevity. It is lear that the ompleteness of the above de ision problem implies the
-hardness of the related de ision problem: Is there
NP

NP
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~ ij an attribute ve tor of dimension d.
~ i1 ; X
~ i2 ; : : : ; X
~ i;mi ; X
Input: An integer R and n bags,where bag i is X
Output: A hyperplane Y = Xb.
1. Let GlobalErr = MAXDOUBLE (the maximum representable double pre ision value)
2. For r = 1 : : : R
3. Choose a random initial hyperplane b in Rd+1 .
4. Let BestErr = MAXDOUBLE
5. Let ErrT hisIter = 0
6. Let Done = false
7. Repeat
8.
Let I = 
9.
For every bag i = 1 : : : n
/* nd new instan es */
10.
For every instan e j = 1 : : : mi
~ ij ; b) = (yi
11.
Cal ulate the error of the instan e with respe t to the hyperplane: L(yi ; X
12.
end For
/* instan es */
13.
Let I = I [ fthe instan e with the lowest errorg. Let this error be Lmin .
14.
Let ErrT hisIter = ErrT hisIter + Lmin
15.
end For
/* bags */
16.
if ErrT hisIter  BestErr
/* he k onvergen e */
17.
then Done = true
18.
else
19.
Let BestErr = ErrT hisIter
20.
Let b = b
21.
Perform multiple regression over I to obtain a new hyperplane b.
22.
endif
23. Until Done
24. Let the error of b be Emin .
25. if Emin < GlobalErr
26.
GlobalErr = Emin
27.
b =b
28. endif
29. end For
/* random restarts */
30. Return the plane b .
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Figure 2.
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a hyperplane whi h ts one instan e from ea h bag su h
that the total L-error is  e? for some given positive

onstant . This in turn shows that the general formulation of the multiple instan e regression problem
is -hard. Hen e, we devise an approximation algorithm to solve our problem.
e

NP

3. Algorithm
Analogous to approa hes to other multiple instan e
learning tasks (Dietteri h et al., 1997; Jain et al.,
1994), we employ an Expe tation Maximization (EM)
algorithm, shown in gure 2. We start with an initial
random guess at the hypothesis whi h is iteratively rened. Ea h iteration onsists of two main steps. In the
E step, we sele t an instan e from ea h bag whi h has
least -error with respe t to our urrent best guess at
the orre t hypothesis (hyperplane). In the M step,
we re ne our urrent guess of the hypothesis by using multiple regression to onstru t a new hyperplane
L

from the set of instan es sele ted in the previous step.
These steps are repeated until the algorithm onverges.
We provide an intuitive sket h of the proof of onvergen e. Note that a set of instan es sele ted in the E
step uniquely de nes a hyperplane (step 21). Suppose
at a ertain step we have a set of instan es k whi h
has an -error k with respe t to our urrent guess
at the hypothesis. In the next iteration, k+1 6= k
and k+1 k (step 16). Sin e the error de reases
monotoni ally, the set of instan es an never repeat.
However, there are only nitely many sets of instan es
that the algorithm an explore. Hen e it must terminate in a nite number of steps.
EM algorithms are not deterministi , be ause the result of any run is in uen ed by the initial random
starting point|in our algorithm, the starting hyperplane. Hen e it is ommon to run an EM algorithm
several times on any given data set, using \random
restarts." The quantity in the algorithm is the numI
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ber of random restarts to be used. We have used an
of 10 in our experiments.
The algorithm is modular. We ould hoose any measure we wish (subje t to onvergen e requirements
as dis ussed above), and also any lass of (possibly
nonlinear) hypotheses to explore in step 21. We might,
for instan e, use an arti ial neural network, as in a
related approa h taken by Jain et al. (1994), dis ussed
in se tion 5.
R
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4. Experiments
We have tested the algorithm thoroughly using syntheti data sets, omparing it with ordinary multiple
regression and generating learning urves. This se tion des ribes the experimental setup and syntheti
data experiments.
4.1 Experimental Setup
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We generated syntheti data sets by hoosing random
hyperplanes. The generating program took as input an
interval f min max g, the dimension of an attribute
ve tor , the number of bags and the maximum number of instan es per bag . For ea h bag, a random
number of instan es between m2 and were generated. For the rst instan e of a bag, independent oordinates were generated by moving in in rements of
xmax xmin from
min to max along all dimensions.
n
The o-ordinate (the real-valued lass label) was
omputed from the known hyperplane and Gaussian
noise was added to it. The independent o-ordinates
of the remaining (non-primary) instan es of ea h bag
were drawn randomly a ording to two di erent distributions. In our rst experiments, these were drawn
a ording to a uniform distribution over f min max g.
To simulate ases where the o-ordinates of di erent instan es of the same bag are orrelated, as might
o ur in the ase of drug a tivity predi tion, we also
performed experiments using a Gaussian distribution
in pla e of the uniform distribution. Here, ea h
o-ordinate of a non-primary point was drawn from
a Gaussian whose mean was the value of that oordinate from the primary instan e and whose standard deviation was 10.0. Note that the non-primary
instan es share the o-ordinate ( lass label) of the
rst instan e.
In the learning urve experiments des ribed below, we
used a maximum of 10 instan es per bag. The attribute ve tor des ribing ea h instan e was a 20 dimensional real valued ve tor. min was set to 0 and
max was set to 100. The distribution governing the
Gaussian noise added to was (0 5). We generated
d

the data using ten random hyperplanes in R21 . We
onstru ted six data sets using ea h hyperplane, ontaining 100 to 2500 bags. For ea h hyperplane, we
generated test sets ontaining 1000 bags. Due to the
pau ity of time, we were unable to omplete experiments with 2500 bags for the Gaussian distribution.
To evaluate our algorithm in these experiments, we
generated test sets a ording to the same models as
the training sets. We tested the algorithm using two
measures of goodness. The rst, whi h we shall all the
a ura y measure, omputes the fra tion of primary
instan es that are among the set of instan es losest
to a given hyperplane. The higher this measure is,
the better is our approximation to the ideal (1). The
se ond measure is a test set r-square measure de ned
as follows:
P
p 2
2 = 1 Pi ( i i )
(2)
)2
i( i
where i is the a tual value for the th bag, ip is
the predi ted -value for the (primary instan e of the)
th bag, and  is the mean
value over the training
and test set. This measure therefore omputes the improvement in t of our plane over the simple plane
= . If measured on the training set with respe t to
the set of points losest to the hyperplane, this measure is the usual 2 measure and is positively orrelated with our approximation to the \best t" hyperplane ( onje ture 1). We note that in our algorithm,
we try to expli itly optimize the training set 2 measure in this way(step 21). The a ura y measure is
optimized ontingent on the truth of our assumption
that the best t line is a good approximation to the
ideal.
Sin e we tested on syntheti data, it was quite simple
to ompute these measures for any hyperplane. We
generate data so that the rst instan es of any bag are
the primary instan es. After a hyperplane is generated
by our algorithm, we an ompute its a ura y over a
data set by omputing the fra tion of points losest
to it that were also the rst instan es in ea h bag.
We an also dire tly ompute the value of 2 for our
approximation to the ideal by hoosing the i in (2)
from the primary instan es of ea h bag.
In all gures that follow, \MIP" represents our algorithm, \Base" represents ordinary regression and
\Best" represents regression over the primary points.
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4.2 Learning Curves

We onstru ted the learning urves in Figures 3 and 4
to test our primary hypothesis: as we get more data
points (bags), with all other variables held onstant,
the hyperplanes produ ed by the algorithm should
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onverge towards the ideal, as measured by the a ura y and 2 measures. We ompare a baseline algorithm with our algorithm. The baseline algorithm
performs simple multiple regression over the entire set
of data points ignoring the multiple instan e aspe t of
the problem.
The results in Figures 3 and 4 learly indi ate that
multiple instan e regression onfers bene t over ordinary regression. For some indi ation of signi an e,
the di eren e in test a ura ies at 1000 bags is signi ant to a level of 10 15 a ording to the standard
sign test. Nevertheless, these results raise a number of
questions whi h we next seek to answer.
First, it seems likely that the signi ant bene t of multiple instan e regression over ordinary regression arises
in part be ause the values of the independent variables
of the non-primary instan es in a bag are ompletely
un orrelated with the values of those variables in the
primary instan e of the bag. This independen e may
not always be the ase in pra ti e. To test the ontribution of this independen e, we hoose a way of introdu ing a high degree of orrelation into our syntheti data. We repeat the same experimental setting
R
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R2 Learning Curves with Gaussian Distribution

but with the value of an independent variable in a
non-primary instan e hosen a ording to a Gaussian
whose mean is the value of that variable in the primary instan e. This perhaps indu es a more extreme
orrelation than would be expe ted in pra ti e. Figures 5 and 6 show that in this ase ordinary regression
performs nearly as well as multiple instan e regression.
Another observation is that it seems easier to obtain
higher 2 values for this setup. A possible reason for
these observations is suggested by gure 7. Here, we
ompute an 2 measure that estimates the amount of
linearity in the non-primary points alone1, when the
Gaussian distribution
is used to generate them. In this
measure we let ip in equation (2) be the predi tion of
our algorithm, while  is repla ed by the predi tion of
a plane obtained by regression over the non-primary
points alone. In gure 7, we plot this modi ed measure against the number of dimensions and the number of instan es. We note that, by modifying the distribution, we have introdu ed a signi ant amount of
\random linearity". This ontributes to the poor performan e of the algorithm, sin e it is mu h more likely
R

R

y

y

1 We thank the anonymous referees for this suggestion.
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to be trapped in a lo al minimum of the error measure.
We next study the variation in the performan e of multiple instan e regression with the number of dimensions (independent variables) and number of instan es
per bag. Figures 8 and 9 plot a ura y and 2 , respe tively, against number of dimensions, while Figures 10
and 11 plot a ura y and 2 against number of instan es per bag. We use the Gaussian distribution in
generating the syntheti data for these experiments.
The number of bags is held onstant at 1000. As expe ted, the a ura y de reases with both in reasing
dimensions and instan es. However, the de rease is
mu h more rapid with in reasing number of instan es.
This is also expe ted, sin e the ombinatorial fa tor in
the algorithm's sear h arises primarily from the number of instan es in a group. Hen e, as the number of instan es in reases, we should use more random restarts
to enable the algorithm to nd a good solution.
In all of the experiments with the Gaussian distribution, we note that training set 2 (the measure whi h
we a tually optimize) is very lose to 1 0. However,
this does not ne essarily result in good test set a ura y. A further veri ation is provided by gure 7,
whi h indi ates in reasing linearity in the non-primary
points with in reasing dimensions and instan es. We
have plotted the a ura y and 2 measures for the
ideal plane in gures 8 to 11 as \Best". From these
results, we see that it is possible to a hieve high a ura y and 2 simultaneously. We may reasonably
on lude that, when non-primary instan es are generated a ording to a distribution more omplex than
the uniform, merely optimizing the 2 measure will
not be enough. Therefore, there is mu h room for improvement in the algorithm.
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4.4 Runtime Complexity

The multiple instan e algorithm ( gure 2) has two
main loops. The outer loop (step 2 to step 29) runs
times, whi h is a onstant. The inner loop (step 7 to
step 23) runs an undetermined, nite number of times.
In ea h inner y le, we ompute the error for every
instan e and do multiple regression over the best set
found. This takes (   ), where = maxi ( i ),
and is independent of the spe i hyperplane being
looked at. If the parameters and are held onstant,
the inner loop is ( ). Hen e, the quantity of interest
is the average number of y les taken by the algorithm
to onverge, be ause this determines the runtime omplexity as the parameters , and hange. We plot
this quantity against the parameters in gures 12 and
13. It is interesting to note that the number of y les
appears to in rease linearly or sub-linearly with the
number of bags (with the in rease being nearly linear
for Gaussian), but number of y les relative to dimension or instan es appears bounded by a onstant. We
note that the algorithm's sear h is arried out over the
spa e of ombinations of instan es, so that in reasing
the number of instan es impa ts runtime more than
in reasing dimensions. On the other hand, appealR
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ing to gure 10, it is more likely that as instan es inrease, the algorithm is nding spurious planes. This
is possibly why the average number of y les to onvergen e does not show mu h in rease as the number
of instan es in reases.
5. Related Work
There are several existing approa hes to handling the
multiple instan e problem for dis rete lassi ation.
Dietteri h et al. (1997) des ribe algorithms whi h are
appli able when the lassi ers are axis-parallel re tangles. Here, the axes are features. Ea h example (bag)
an be des ribed by a range of values on ea h axis
orresponding to the minimum and maximum values
for that feature among the instan es onstituting the
bag. For example, in the drug a tivity predi tion task,
these features might be distan es to the mole ule surfa e from some hosen origin. These algorithms learn
a re tangle in this feature spa e that overs the most
positive examples (at least one instan e from ea h)
while not overing negative examples. Maron et al.
(1998) des ribe a general approa h alled Diverse Density for multiple lassi ation. Diverse Density uses a
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probabilisti approa h to maximize a measure of the
interse tion of the positive bags minus the union of
the negative bags in feature spa e. The algorithms of
both Dietteri h et al. and Maron et al. were tested
on a problem similar to drug a tivity predi tion, that
of lassifying musk and non-musk mole ules. Unfortunately, while there are degrees of musk odor, there
is no data set available with real-valued measurements
of musk odor for use with multiple instan e regression.
Predi ting ontinuous quantities in the presen e of
the multiple instan e problem has re eived less attention. The most losely related work to ours is by Jain
and olleagues (1994). They designed a system alled
ompass for drug a tivity predi tion, whi h uses an
EM approa h ombined with a neural network. This
system returns real valued estimates of the a tivity
of a andidate mole ule. ompass is spe i to the
domain of drug a tivity predi tion, and its expe tation step involves omputing alternative low-energy
onformers for the mole ules (in sele ted iterations)
and re-aligning the hosen onformers of the mole ules
with one another. Nevertheless, it should be possible
to substitute a more general purpose E step to hange

ompass into a general-purpose algorithm for multiple
instan e predi tion.

6. Con lusion and Future Work
In this work, we have introdu ed the task of multiple
instan e regression and noted that, whereas ordinary
regression admits a linear-time algorithm, multiple instan e regression is NP-hard. We have therefore presented an EM algorithm for multiple instan e regression that is not spe i to any domain, and be ause of
its modularity may be extended to more omplex models. We have shown using syntheti data that, when
the non-primary instan es are not orrelated with the
primary instan es, it signi antly outperforms ordinary regression. Furthermore, the number of y les
required appears to grow at most linearly with the
number of bags, and does not appear to grow beyond
a onstant bound with the number of dimensions and
number of instan es per bag.
Nevertheless, when non-primary instan es are highly
orrelated with primary instan es the algorithm does
not signi antly outperform ordinary regression. Furthermore, the algorithm still falls short of the results
of regression given the primary instan es only (the
ideal). These observations suggest there is room for
mu h further resear h into multiple instan e regression. One immediate dire tion is to try alternative EM
algorithms that do not sele t a single instan e of ea h
bag, but instead weight ea h instan e by likelihood.
An important theoreti al dire tion for this work is to
determine when Conje ture 1 is appli able.
Perhaps the most important area for immediate further work is in the appli ation to real-world data sets.
This would provide insight, for example, into the degree of orrelation one an expe t between primary and
non-primary instan es. We urrently are onstru ting su h sets within the ontext of ombining multiple
instan e regression with indu tive logi programming
(ILP). We lose with a des ription of this work.
In drug design and several other domains, the value of
one of the variables in a lause (e.g., A tivity) might be
assumed to be a linear fun tion, with Gaussian noise,
of other variables in the lause. Let us all the rst
variable the \dependent variable" and the others the
\independent variables." In su h ases, it is natural
to ombine ILP with linear regression. Indeed, Srinivasan and Cama ho (1999) rst made this assumption
and applied their approa h to physi al modeling (poleand- art problem) and predi tion of mutageni ity. A
diÆ ulty in this approa h is that the variables in a
lause may take multiple bindings, and one does not

know whi h bindings are responsible for the value of
the independent variable. In the work of Srinivasan
and Cama ho, ea h di erent ve tor of bindings for the
independent variables gave rise to a distin t data point
for regression. This is analogous to using the \Base"
algorithm of our paper. But for many appli ations, all
we know is that at least one of the ve tors of bindings
is responsible for the value of the dependent variable,
rather than all. Hen e it is natural to model the regression task as a multiple instan e problem. We are
urrently developing and obtaining publi data sets
of ompounds with ontinuous a tivity levels for experiments with the ombination of ILP and multiple
instan e regression.
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